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Simple and easy way to keep track of clients for nail technicians and nail artists. 96 pages. Paperback
book with room to track up to 45 regular clients. Track client name, email address, phone number, text,
and birthday. Keep notes on dates of services. Track individual preferences and polish colors. Send out
emails to fill your appointments. Offer specials on clients' birthdays. Call or email clients to remind
them of appointments.

Bench & Bar of Minnesota
From the New York Times bestselling author of There Was an Old Woman comes a novel about a
professional organizer with a deadly problem she may not be able to clean up. Emily Harlow is a
professional organizer who helps people declutter their lives; she’s married to man who can’t drive past
a yard sale without stopping. He’s filled their basement, attic, and garage with his finds. Like other
professionals who make a living decluttering peoples’ lives, Emily has devised a set of ironclad rules.
When working with couples, she makes clear that the client is only allowed to declutter his or her own
stuff. That stipulation has kept Emily’s own marriage together these past few years. She’d love nothing
better than to toss out all her husband’s crap. He says he’s a collector. Emily knows better—he’s a
hoarder. The larger his “collection” becomes, the deeper the distance grows between Emily and the man
she married. Luckily, Emily’s got two new clients to distract herself: an elderly widow whose husband
left behind a storage unit she didn’t know existed, and a young wife whose husband won’t allow her
stuff into their house. Emily’s initial meeting with the young wife takes a detour when, after too much
wine, the women end up fantasizing about how much more pleasant life would be without their
collecting spouses. But the next day Emily finds herself in a mess that might be too big for her to clean
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up. Careful what you wish for, the old adage says . . . now Emily might lose her freedom, her marriage .
. . and possibly her life.

Stuff Your Face or Face Your Stuff
Keep all your client information in one place with this 8" x 10" customer tracker. Show that you care
about your regular clients by keeping track of the past appointments.This beautiful designed journal has
place for 108 clients and includes: client name and number address/ phone number/ email birthday notes
Past appointments: date, service, time, amount and notes This makes a great Christmas, birthday or
thank you gift for hairstylists, nail salon owners, barbers, massage therapists and estheticians.

Mastering the Business of Organizing: A Guide to Plan, Launch, Manage, Grow,
and Leverage a Profitable, Professional Organizing Business, 2nd Ed., Revised
How can I avoid self-employment taxes? This simple question was the inspiration for creating an article
describing the benefits of an S Corporation. That original article, which was about four pages long,
quickly became a series of KnowledgeBase articles on the Watson CPA Group website. The articles
touched on basic topics such as how to elect S Corp status, payroll, reasonable salary determination,
retirement planning, health care, fringe benefits and liability protection. Those broad topics demanded
much more information, both horizontally by spanning into more related issues, and vertically by
digging deeper into the granular yet riveting levels of the tax code. The articles were grouped and
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relabeled as the Taxpayer’s Comprehensive Guide to LLCs and S Corps which grew to 39 pages in its
first edition. Time marched on, and more information was added to the first edition such as expanded
retirement planning concerns, health care options after the Affordable Care Act and business valuations
including exit strategies. Boom, we now had our second edition at over 100 pages. At that point it was
suggested by some clients and colleagues to convert the PDF into an eBook as well as paperback. So
here we are.. Each week we receive several phone calls and emails from small business owners across
the country who have read our Taxpayer’s Comprehensive Guide to LLCs and S Corps and praised the
wealth of information. Regardless of your current situation, whether you are considering starting your
own business or entertaining a contracting gig, or you are an experienced business owner, the contents of
this book are for you. This book will show you how to reduce your self-employment taxes through an S
Corporation election and how to use your corporation to your retirement and fringe benefit advantage.
You will also learn the operational considerations of an S Corp plus the 185 reasons you should NOT
elect S Corp status. Want to buy or sell a business? That’s in here too. This book is written with the
general taxpayer in mind. Too many resources simply regurgitate complex tax code without explanation.
While in some cases tax code and court opinions are duplicated verbatim because of the precise words,
this book strives to explain many technical concepts in layperson terms with some added humor and
opinions. We believe you will find this book educational as well as amusing.

Quality Software Management: Congruent action
"Discover how to start your own business helping people, homes and offices get organized."--Cover.
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Careful What You Wish For
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the stars of the Netflix series Get Organized with The
Home Edit (with a serious fan club that includes Reese Witherspoon, Gwyneth Paltrow, and Mindy
Kaling), here is an accessible, room-by-room guide to establishing new order in your home. Believe this:
every single space in your house has the potential to function efficiently and look great. The mishmash
of summer and winter clothes in the closet? Yep. Even the dreaded junk drawer? Consider it done. And
the best news: it’s not hard to do—in fact, it's a lot of fun. From the home organizers who made their
orderly eye candy the method that everyone swears by comes Joanna and Clea’s signature approach to
decluttering. The Home Edit walks you through paring down your belongings in every room, arranging
them in a stunning and easy-to-find way (hello, labels!), and maintaining the system so you don't need
another do-over in six months. When you're done, you'll not only know exactly where to find things, but
you'll also love the way it looks. A masterclass and look book in one, The Home Edit is filled with
bright photographs and detailed tips, from placing plastic dishware in a drawer where little hands can
reach to categorizing pantry items by color (there's nothing like a little ROYGBIV to soothe the soul).
Above all, it's like having your best friends at your side to help you turn the chaos into calm. PLEASE
NOTE: The paperback includes a starter set of labels for your refrigerator; the ebook and audiobook
include a link to download and print the labels from a computer (you will need 8-1/2 x 11-inch clear
repositionable sticker project paper, such as Avery 4397). Featured in Glamour's 10 Books to Help You
Live Your Best Life
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Client Data Organizer Tracker Book
Simple and easy way to keep track of clients for hair stylists and beauticians. 96 pages. Paperback book
with room to track up to 45 regular clients. Front index to track page number for each client. Now it's
easy to track client's name, email address, phone number, text, and birthday. Keep notes on dates of
services. Track individual preferences for cut, style and color. Send out emails to fill your appointments.
Offer specials on clients' birthdays. Call or email clients to remind them of appointments. A super
simple tool to grow your business that's so easy to use!

Japan True or False ??????????
While organizing the lives of her many clients, Emmy-nominated organizing expert Dorothy Breininger
learned to face her own stuff, and lost seventy-five pounds in the process. In this one-of-a-kind book she
addresses weight loss from the much-needed perspective of what lies underneath our
clutter—metaphorically, physically, and emotionally. Whether you're a packrat or a calorie-counter, a
neat freak or a binge eater, Breininger reveals why, to be successful on the scale, you must first master
the clutter within you and around you. With the same no-holds barred candor that resonates with TV
viewers, she offers prescient advice to help anyone face their stuff, with an organized, step-by-step
approach to either toss it, tame it, or tailor it to fit their lives. Filled with personal stories from clients,
her own success story, and tips from fitness coaches and organizing experts, this imminently practical
book gives everyone the tools to declutter their way to their dream size.
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Client Profile Log Book
The storm of consumerism has left generations of individuals buried under years of accumulated
possessions and left to their own devices to dig themselves out. The good news is that Vicki Norris,
professional organizer and a regular on HGTV's nationally syndicated "Mission: Organization," is here
to help. Vicki gives readers a framework that puts first things first and helps them establish an
understanding of their priorities trade in the chaos of disorder for the peace of process embrace a plan
that is personalized and possible Anyone who has ever stood in a room surrounded by unidentifiable or
unreachable stuff will appreciate this sensible, biblical, and realistic approach to making a personal
exodus from clutter to order.

The Compleat Lawyer
Client Data Organizer Tracker Client Record Log Book Client Profile Organizer Appointment
Management NotebookClient Data Organizer Tracker for Salon Nail Hair Stylists Barbers and other
Details Client Tracking Book Client profile book for Salon Nail Hair Stylists Barbers Service record
book, Appointment Management System Customer Information Keeper, Personal Notebook Office
Equipment & Supplies, Information Management, Diaries & Journals The pages in this Client Record
Book contain sections for Index, keep & tracker customer information & appointment(Date, Time,
Service, Price, Notes) It's a perfect gift for yourself or friends 109 pages of Client Data Organizer
Tracker 8.5 inches By 11 Inches Matte Cover Paperback Cover Get start Client Data Organizer Tracker
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Client Data Organizer Tracker
Personalized Client Record / Tracking Book & Data Organizer Unique book compostion created to help
you record all the important informations about your clients profile in one place. You can record many
informations like for example: Client Name And No., Address, Phone, E-mail, Occupation, Birthday,
Data/Time, Service, Amount and More! There is also a space to write down your notes. It is perfect tool
to record all the data in one place and stay more organized with your bussiness or jour job every single
day! Also this personalized book makes a unforgettable gift for all the people who sell any services and
work with clients. Get Yours Today! Specifications: Cover: Matte Dimensions: 8,5" x 11" (21.59 x
27.94 cm) Interior: White Paper Pages: 120 Notebooks from Pink Panda Press are perfect gifts for kids
and adults in any age! Also for someone who have birthday, anniversary, and you can be sure that it will
bring a smile to the face of your loved ones! Click to my author's page and check my other notebooks to
find one which will suit you. We have plenty of notebooks in different styles and topics and you will
undoubtedly find the perfect one which can be a unique gift for you and for your partner, friends or
relatives. Choose one of our different and exciting graphic projects and suprise everyone around you!

Ninja Selling
Vols. for 1981- include four special directory issues.
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The Story Biz Handbook
While organizing the lives of her many clients, Emmy-nominated organizing expert Dorothy Breininger
learned to face her own stuff, and lost seventy-five pounds in the process. In this one-of-a-kind book she
addresses weight loss from the much-needed perspective of what lies underneath our
cluttermetaphorically, physically, and emotionally.

Professional Appointment Book
Anne M. Blumer, CPO], owner and founder of SolutionsForYou Inc. and the Institute for Professional
Organizersa, has trained hundreds of professional organizers from 17 countries, and in this guide, she
explores how to turn your love of organizing into a full-fledged career. Learn how to: get started in the
professional organizing business; assess whether your skills are a good fit for the profession; determine
how to charge for your services; name and register your business for maximum impact. Blumer also
examines tax issues, legal and insurance needs, marketing and branding your business to attract your key
client, selling your value, and how to work with clients throughout the entire organizing process.
Mastering the Business of Organizing is an essential guide for professional organizers and productivity
consultants, and it advances the message and vision of the National Association of Productivity &
Organizing Professional

Restoring Order
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Client Tracking Book / Client Organizer / Customer Log Book This book is for - Salons - Nail - Hair
Stylists - Barbers - Mores Perfect Client Data Organizer for keep track of your clients or appointment.
DETAILS: - Customer Data. - Name - Address - Phone - Email - Occupation - Notes - Appointment
Data. - Date - Time - Service - $ (Price) - Notes - Size 8.5x11"

Client Data Organizer
If you're embarking upon a career in interior design, here's a highly visual overview of the profession,
with in-depth material on educational requirements, design specialties, finding a job, and the many
directions a career in interior design can take. Featuring informative interviews with working designers,
this Second Edition includes updated educational requirements and a list of accredited interior design
programs in the United States and Canada.

Mastering the Business of Organizing
Acclaimed professional organizer Judith Kolberg and Dr. Kathleen Nadeau, renowned ADHD clinical
psychologist, are back with an updated edition of their classic text for adults with ADD. Their
collaboration offers the best understanding and solutions for adults who want to get and stay organized.
Readers will enjoy all new content on organizing digital information, managing distractions, organizing
finances, and coping with the "black hole" of the Internet. This exciting new resource offers three levels
of strategies and support: self-help, non-professional assistance from family and friends, and
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professional support; allowing the reader to determine the appropriate level of support.

Love My Clients
Features: Space for over 312 entries Alphabetical Tabs Each entry contains space for: Name Address
Email Phone Birthday Special requirements Notes Date Time Service Price Product Description: 6x9
size 157 pages Uniquely designed cover High quality, heavy paper

FabJob Guide to Become a Professional Organizer
Over 100,000 Copies Sold! Organizing books fall short of addressing the unique needs of adults with
ADD. They fail to understand the clinical picture of ADD and how it impacts the organizing process
often making their advice irrelevant or frustrating when put into application. Books about ADD may
address organization/disorganization but do so in a cursory fashion and on a very small scale in what are
usually long books on the subject. This is a book that has ADD-Friendly advice with the ADDer in
mind. This collaboration brings forth the best underlying understanding with the most effective and
practical remedy from ADD experts in two important fields -- professional organization and clinical
psychology. Finally, it offers organizing advice that ranges from self-help to utilizing the help of nonprofessionals, to using professional assistance. Thus it permits the reader to decide where they are at
personally in the organizing process, and what level of support will be most beneficial to their unique
situation.
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ADD-Friendly Ways to Organize Your Life
This dynamite book merges the yin and yang of storytelling and business. Beginning with wonderful tips
and advice about the art and presentation of storytelling, this is a complete resource about how to build a
storytelling career.

Client Record Book
Product Information: Large 8.5 Inches By 11 Inches Client Profile And Appointment Log Book Tough
Gloss Paperback Personal detail page Includes sections For Customer Customer Name Address Phone
No Email Occupation Birthday Appointment Date Time Service Amount Remarks Get Your Copy
Today!

Adweek
The #1 New York Times bestselling guide to decluttering your home and the inspiration for the hit
Netflix show Tidying Up with Marie Kondo. Despite constant efforts to declutter your home, do papers
still accumulate like snowdrifts and clothes pile up like a tangled mess of noodles? Japanese cleaning
consultant Marie Kondo takes tidying to a whole new level, promising that if you properly simplify and
organize your home once, you’ll never have to do it again. Most methods advocate a room-by-room or
little-by-little approach, which doom you to pick away at your piles of stuff forever. The KonMari
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Method, with its revolutionary category-by-category system, leads to lasting results. In fact, none of
Kondo’s clients have lapsed (and she still has a three-month waiting list). With detailed guidance for
determining which items in your house “spark joy” (and which don’t), this international bestseller
featuring Tokyo’s newest lifestyle phenomenon will help you clear your clutter and enjoy the unique
magic of a tidy home—and the calm, motivated mindset it can inspire.

Simplify Your Life
Partial ContentsI Managing Yourself- Why Congruence Is Essential to Managing- Choosing
Management- Styles of Coping- Transforming Incongruence into Congruence- Moving Toward
CongruenceII Managing Others- Analyzing the Manager's Job- Recognizing Preference DifferencesTemperament Differences- Recognizing Differences As Assets- Patterns of Incongruence- The
Technology of Human BehaviorIII Achieving Congruent Management- Curing the Addiction to
Incongruence- Ending the Placating Addiction- Ending the Blaming Addiction- Engaging the OtherReframing the Context- Informative FeedbackIV Managing the Team Context- Why Teams?- Growing
Teams- Managing in a Team Environment- Starting and Ending TeamsV EpilogueAppendicesA:
Diagram of EffectsB: Satir Interaction ModelC: Software Engineering Cultural PatternsD: Control
ModelsE: Three Observer PositionsNotesListing of Laws, Rules, and PrinciplesAuthor IndexSubject
Index

Order Log
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Order Log Customer Order Tracker Includes Business Goals & Monthly Sales Keep track of your
customer orders with this simple logbook for small businesses. Interior: Business goals tracker and
action steps 12x Monthly Sales 2 pages of supplier contacts Order tracker include: Date, order number,
customer details, product, quantity, ship date, tracking number and notes Large size 8"x10", total of 100
pages Paperback, matte cover finish Order today!

Taxpayer's Comprehensive Guide to LLCs and S Corps
Beautifully Designed Undated Appointment Book Monday To Sunday 8.5 Inches By 11 Inches 100
Pages Hourly From 7AM To 8PM 7AM To 9AM Is In 30 Minutes Sections 9AM to 8PM Is In 15
Minutes Sections Organize Your Life, Get Your Copy Today!

Ask a Manager
Appointment Book with Weekly Layout for Daily and Hourly Planning Features 8.5" x 11" layout for
maximum space with wide columns making it easier to read Premium matte finish paperback cover
8:00am to 6:00pm with 15 minute increments Saturday and Sunday included Space for tasks, notes and
miscellaneous information like client phone numbers or requests Perfect for: Salon Owners Hair Stylists
using Booth Rental Spas Manicurists Nail Technicians Makeup Artists and more!

How to Start a Home-Based Professional Organizing Business
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Client Profile And Appointment Log Book Record Book Organizer Personal Client Record Book
Customer Information Tracker For Salon Nail Hair Stylists Barbers Spa Therapist And more The Best
Client Record Book About You to make it easy and quick to write for Record your customer's
information about Customer's Name, Birthday, Email, Phone, Occupation, Address, Notes, Date/Time,
Activity Customer Customer Name Address Phone No Email Occupation Birthday Appointment Date
Time Service Amount Remarks Size: 7.5x9.25 110 page Made in USA

New Order
Indianapolis Monthly is the Circle City’s essential chronicle and guide, an indispensable authority on
what’s new and what’s news. Through coverage of politics, crime, dining, style, business, sports, and
arts and entertainment, each issue offers compelling narrative stories and lively, urbane coverage of
Indy’s cultural landscape.

Stuff Your Face Or Face Your Stuff
2018 Axiom Business Book Award Winner, Gold Medal Stop Selling! Start Solving! In Ninja Selling,
author Larry Kendall transforms the way readers think about selling. He points out the problems with
traditional selling methods and instead offers a science-based selling system that gives predictable
results regardless of personality type. Ninja Selling teaches readers how to shift their approach from
chasing clients to attracting clients. Readers will learn how to stop selling and start solving by asking the
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right questions and listening to their clients. ?Ninja Selling is an invaluable step-by-step guide that
shows readers how to be more effective in their sales careers and increase their income-per-hour, so that
they can lead full lives. Ninja Selling is both a sales platform and a path to personal mastery and life
purpose. Followers of the Ninja Selling system say it not only improved their business and their client
relationships; it also improved the quality of their lives.

How to Become a Successful Financial Consultant
Is it really possible to simplify your life? The answer is a resounding "yes," if you know the necessary
steps to unclutter your life and lifestyle. Get the inside scoop from professional organizer Marcia
Ramsland and begin to solve your life management issues like a pro. With fast-paced, step-by-step
instructions, Marcia walks you through refreshing new ways to manage your daily schedule, your life at
home and at work, and special seasons of your life such as parenting, the holidays, and transitions.
Simplify Your Life reveals do-able tips and practical systems using Marcia's trademark "PuSH"
Sequence?an acronym for Project, you (the key component), System, Habit?which not only gets you
organized but help you stay that way. Tips include how to: Create the illusion of a clean home in just
minutes each day Predict a pending time crunch . . . and sail through it Dissolve any paper pile by
answering three key questions Power through projects you never get around to Learn how to put things
back together when everything falls apart Offering practical solutions designed to change your life
immediately, this simplified style of living gives you and your loved ones more time to do the things you
really enjoy?starting today.
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Client Record Book
Everything you need to know to succeed in today's fastest growingsector of the consulting market. Jim
Ainsworth is an extremely successful financial planningprofessional with more than 30 years in the
business. In How toBecome a Successful Financial Consultant, he tells you everythingyou need to know
to move into financial consulting. He familiarizesyou with all the types of planning that financial
consultants dealwith, as well as the various investment vehicles. And, based on hisown experiences and
those of other successful financial consultantsacross the nation, he supplies you with a proven blueprint
forsuccess. You get expert advice, guidance, and insiders' tips on howto: * Get the education,
experience, and licensing you need to qualify. * Get certified (and whether you need to). * Develop a
surefire success plan. * Set up a practice and attract clients. * Network, market, and sell your services. *
Set fees and collect other forms of compensation for yourservices. * Avoid the 10 most common
mistakes that beginners make. * Get the most out of meetings and professional conferences. Written by
Jim Ainsworth, a financial planning professional with 30years in the business, this valuable guide
provides professionalsinterested in making the move into financial consulting witheverything they need
to know to make a living investing otherpeople's money. Drawing on his personal experiences and those
of colleagues acrossNorth America, Ainsworth covers all the bases. He begins bydescribing the three
major groups of financial planners and theseven different styles of asset management and helps you to
decidewhich is right for you. You find out all about the various types offinancial planning that most
consultants deal with--includingestate planning, retirement planning, and family financialplanning--and
the best investment vehicles currentlyavailable. Ainsworth then cuts to the chase and provides the nutsand-boltsinformation you need to make it as a financial adviser. Writing ina down-to-earth style, he tells
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you what type of education andexperience you need to become an effective financial consultant,how to
become licensed, how to get started in business, how to setfees and receive compensation, how to
market your services andpromote different financial instruments, and much more. He showsyou how to
develop a surefire success plan, and he supplies expertadvice and guidance on how to avoid the top 10
beginners'mistakes. Throughout this book, Ainsworth advocates taking a holisticapproach to financial
planning--one that takes into considerationnot just people's differing needs, but their contrasting
attitudesabout money and investments. To that end, he provides insightfulprofiles of the different types
of "money personalities" in thefinancial world and shows you how to identify and successfully workwith
each type. How to Become a Successful Financial Consultant is your completeguide to making it in
today's fastest growing sector of theconsulting market.

Becoming an Interior Designer
For readers of The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up and The Power of Habit comes a revelatory,
witty guide to a clearer home and a more creative mind. Can a decluttered space fuel a creative mind?
Heck yes, says organizing expert Fay Wolf, who has helped everyone from Hollywood celebrities to
schoolteachers to work-from-home parents achieve a simpler, more fulfilling life. Here, Wolf outlines
her basic rules for saying goodbye to the stuff crowding up your space and hello to new habits that free
you up for the things you’re passionate about. And it can all be done in as little as a few minutes a day.
Learn how to create productive to-do lists • stem the flood of paper • downsize digital clutter and social
media • arrange your space to spark creative juices • curb your desire to accumulate • collaborate and
connect with others for support • embrace imperfection • keep up the momentum Wolf also shares her
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favorite productivity apps and resources for donating your many, many items. From the outer clutter of
your home to the inner clutter of your chatty mind, this handbook will help you make room for artistic
inspiration and invite you to treat yourself to less. Praise for New Order “Clarity, control, peace and
quiet: All of these ‘nebulous golden nuggets’ can be obtained by following Wolf’s sensible decluttering
program.”—The New York Times Book Review “Less stuff. Less paper. Less digital. These are some of
the ingredients for a decluttered life to be found in New Order.”—Los Angeles Times “New Order
seriously changed my life.”—Emily Deschanel “Fay Wolf is some kind of superhero.”—Jesse Tyler
Ferguson “Full of millennially minded tips that will help you clean-attack your space.”—Refinery29
“The KonMari alternative you’ve been waiting for . . . [Wolf’s] approach is about reducing chaos so
you can focus on more important things, like creative pursuits. . . . The New Order method resonates
with me.”—PopSugar “Fay Wolf is living proof that being highly organized doesn’t have to mean being
sterile and rigid.”—Apartment Therapy “Her message is about fun and freedom, rather than healing and
fixing.”—The Guardian “How can one possibly be productive when faced with so many obligations?
Enter: The Triangle of Productivity.”—InStyle “A smart, accessible, sensitive and charming book about
clutter.”—Hello Giggles “Wolf has helped individuals clean out and create space in their lives for
decades . . . and now she’s sharing her best tips with the world in this book.”—Romper From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Appointment Book Daily Planner
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Born to Organize
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new advice from the creator of the popular website Ask a
Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the
Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people
avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully,
Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have
during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit
for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy
with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison
Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and
that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter
where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager
column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton,
Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and
concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is the book I wish I’d had in my desk
drawer when I was starting out (or even, let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York
Times bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck
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The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up
Anne M. Blumer, CPO®, founder of SolutionsForYou Inc. and the Institute for Professional
OrganizersTM, has trained hundreds of professional organizers from 17 countries, and in this guide, she
explores how to turn your love of organizing into a full-fledged career. Learn how to: get started in the
professional organizing business; assess whether your skills are a good fit for the profession; determine
how to charge for your services; name and register your business for maximum impact. Blumer also
examines tax issues, legal and insurance needs, marketing and branding your business to attract your key
client, selling your value, and how to work with clients throughout the entire organizing process. Note:
Mastering the Business of Organizing (2nd ed., revised) is an updated and expanded edition of Get Rich
Organizing.

The Home Edit
Love My Clients
Client Tracking Book
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Indianapolis Monthly
How to Start a Home-Based Professional Organizing Business simply and comprehensively educates the
reader on how to turn a passion for clean closets and labeled bins into a profitable business. Professional
Organizer Dawn Noble shows budding entrepreneurs how to establish their business and begin taking
clients immediately. The book’s focus is on achieving profitability, and covers business plans, record
keeping, and legal issues as well as the creative side of the business.
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